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A. movement G. extend 

B. amazing H. toxic 

C. compete I. conduct 

D. shockingly J. culture 

E. appreciate K. revolutionary 

F. influential L. unlikely 

1. The researchers said the over-50s could ___ their life by engaging with the 

"receptive arts". 

2. A new study shows that chimpanzees could ___ music. 

3. A ___ new plastic could help to prevent bacteria and superbugs causing 

disease and illness. 

4. Climate activist Greta Thunberg started a global ___ when she decided to go 

on a climate strike outside the Swedish parliament in August 2018. 

5. People in Sydney are suffering from hazardous and smoke from the fire. ---
6. The researchers said they found ___ high levels of sugar in many of the 

drinks. 

1. It is found that the drink was the Starbucks "Venti" caramel hot chocolate. ---
'A.. ucliealthiest B. unhealthier C.unhealth D. health 

2. These beliefs drive runners to continue to pursue ineffective or non-optimal 
strategies within their running training, whether ___ static stretching for injury 
prevention or low-load strength training for performance. 

A. by B. with C. through D. at 
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3. Technology analysts say there are plans to launch ___ 46,000 satellites into 
space over the next few years. 

A. so many B. as much as C. so much D. as many as 

4. Pope Francis directed his words towards world leaders, who seem to be intent on 
building ___ reducing their nuclear arsenals. 

A. in addition to B. instead of C. in excess of D. with the exception of 

5. The ease ___ over 100 separate fires are spreading across the state has been 
exacerbated by a prolonged drought. 

A. in which B. in what C. with which D. with what 

6. The Papua New Guinea government gave the vote its full consent and should now 
consider acting ___ the vote. 

A. on the result of B. on the behalf of C. with confidence to D. as a result of 
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It is even possible that there is a connection between a person's mind and the risk 

of developing cancer. Doctors are learning that people who express their emotions by 

occasionally shouting when they're angry or crying when they're sad might be 

healthier than people who suppress their feelings. Scientists at the National Cancer 

Institute studied a large group of patients who had had successful operations for 

cancerous growths. The scientists discovered that those in the group whose cancer 

later returned were people who suppressed their emotions, felt angry but denied their 

anger, and refused to admit that their illness was serious. 
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The Taoist Worldview 

The Taoist worldview is rooted in a close observation of the patterns of change 

that exist within the natural world. The Taoist practitioner notices how these patterns 

manifest as both our internal and external terrains: as our human body, as well as 

mm,mtains and rivers and forests. Taoist practice is based on coming into harmonious 

alignment with these elemental patterns of change. As you accomplish such an 

alignment, you gain experiential access, also, to the source of these patterns: the 

primordial unity out of which they arose, named as the Tao. At this point, your 

thoughts, words, and actions will tend, quite spontaneously, to produce health and 

happiness, for yourself as well as your family, society, world and beyond . 

.:x. 11: ~j,lf- : Learn Religion: Introduction to Taoism 

https://www.learnreligions.com/introduction-to-taoism-p2-3183083 


